Setting-up the Grey “Go-Display” Boards
1. Ensure you take
1) the small bag with the bases and
2) the large bag with the boards and
poles.
Note: the bag of bases is HEAVY.

2. Open both bags and take out the contents.

3. Place the bases on the floor and screw in the poles
until they are tight

4. Decide on how you want to set them up.

Or centre pole and boards placed
radially— diag on right as from above

Or any combination that will suit your needs

5. Take the brackets and ensure that the screws are
level with the surface of the bracket; it just takes
longer to tighten them if not!

6. Fix the brackets with Pegs upwards on the poles so
that the bottom of the bracket is in line with the mark
on the pole – for top landscape configuration. Tighten
the bracket.
7. You will need the assistance of a second person for
this stage:
Place a board on to the lower peg

and then fix the top of the board by securing another
peg downwards.
This is done by sliding the peg bracket into the groove
of the pole and catching the peg in the top of the
board. Then with the board angled sideways, tighten
the screw in the bracket.
8. If the brackets are fully down or at the top they do not
need tightening.
9. Fix the other end and other boards similarly.
10.
The boards can be set up between poles or with
the boards radiating from a central pole.
11. Only use hooked Velcro to attach items to the boards.
12. Ensure that all items are put away for transport. If the
brackets remain locked after the screw is loosened, just
apply pressure to the bracket to loosen it. Return the
brackets to the zip bag with these instructions and place
with the boards in the large bag.
If you have any problems please call Community Action
Fareham 01329 231899
Velcro Hook tape is available for £1 per m from Community
Action Fareham.
Please report any damage of missing items when you return
the boards.

